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Chicks on Speed is an all girl art and performance outfit, which until recently was 
perhaps best known through their activities as a band. The five members live 
spread around the world and frequently come together to perform on stage or 
produce new work. Through their label they publish their own music and records 
by the likes of Dat Politics, Kevin Blechdom and Le Tigre. A NEW LINE is their 
first solo show in London and showcased a selection of films made by the 
collective in collaboration with a myriad of associates.  
 Upon entering the gallery the viewer encounters a hand sofa, which made of 
denim features catchwords like Robot Rolls, Femtronics, Promise of the monster, 
Fe-politics printed in neon green, red and yellow. I had seen the group 
performing at the Royal Festival Hall a few years ago and remember that as 
pretty fast and furious, the phrases on denim were giving yet another 
introduction of what was to expect. The works hung in the office, titled Tit prints 
and a Girl Monster Banner, literally provided further suggestions. 
 Once settled in on the sofa the first film I watch is Cutting the edge, 2006 
features the band members naked on a Barcelona rooftop performing on a variety 
of electrical synthesizers, keyboards and guitars and curling themselves into 
microphone cables shouting existentialist questions such as Are you real? and 
Are you fake ? or Did you sing that song? Are you original? The work radiates 
female confidence in a post punk manner while at the same time it conveys a 
bohemian spirit of a group whose aesthetic proposals resonate strongly across 
youth scenes. Collectives of more than two rarely succeed in the art world, but 
Chicks on Speed have created a strong stamina perhaps also conditioned by their 
crossover between the music art and fashion scenes, and last but not least their 
manifold collaborations. In recent years they have entered collaborations with 
other artists such as Peaches, Karl Lagerfeld and Douglas Gordon. 
 Sewing machine, 2007 is performed by the Art Rules Crew, which besides 
Chicks on Speed themselves also includes Adi Nachman and Douglas Gordon, 
and appears as a Kraftwerk homage with the figures on stage wearing white T-
Shirts and hair bands. Gordon also appears in Extended Paintbrush, a film that 
seems to have been shot inside Yves Klein’s retrospective at MUMOK in Vienna 
last year. All the group members convene naked and pile up on the floor or hold 
themselves at their hips. The reference to Klein’s work becomes immediately 
obvious. The French artist who believed that artists should live bourgeouis lives 
and make radical art often used models as a human paintbrush. Yet the work 
features another art historical citation, wanted or unwanted. Again here Douglas 
Gordon appears, this time also naked and he is dragged around the space by the 
dominating group of female five. The action is reminiscent to Valie Export’s 
performance Aus der Mappe der Hundigkeit (1968) where she led her partner, 
Peter Weibel, who followed her on all fours, through an inner city Vienna street 
on a dog's leash. 
 Finally in Visitors (2004) three group members perform in a film directed 



by Deborah Schamoni, founding member of the Akademie Isotrop collective 
(1996-2000) from Hamburg. Dressed in silver foil suits they resemble extra-
terrestrial and dance across the streets of New York including Central Park and 
the cities underground system. Frequently passers-by’s join into their 
performances with joy.  
 Their films shown here appear to be fashion show - translated into - street 
performance - translated into - film. Of course their work is difficult to categorize. 
The question however arises what they really want to be saying with their work. 
Is it a comment on intellectual property as the lyrics in Cutting the edge suggest? 
With so many collaborators on hand this can hardly be the case. They have a 
serious feminist stance as a message in their work but are simply doing what they 
enjoy without really becoming political. They seem to do everything, switching 
smoothly between culture and entertainment industry. Their work slots in 
perfectly with the craze of Shoreditch twats hanging round Hoxton bars, galleries 
and fashion shops. Chicks on Speed are the sort of ‘Strange attractors’ the Spice 
Girls were before they became famous and got face lifts. Just, how much longer 
can they do it? 
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